
Dennis Terry. 
 
Airframe fitter 2A status (fix everything relating to the airframe except engines, munitions and instruments) 
 
First posting was in 1940 to 10sqdn RAF Leeming where he worked on Whitleys. 
 
Incidently, while at 10 sqdn he and a team of fitters were taken to RAF Waddington to repair a battle damaged 
Whitley, where he found one of the first prototype Lancaster's in one of the hangers, all he can remember is that it 
had a letter 'P' in yellow on the side before he was asked to leave the hangar.  
 
In 1942 he was posted to Canada to the SFTS servicing Harvards and Oxfords 
 
On returning from Canada in 1944 he was then posted to 166sqdn RAF Kirmington and made NCO, responsible for 
the complete airframe servicing of  'C' Flight. 
 
'V' for Victor 
'U' for Uncle 
'R' for Roger 
 
'R' for Roger was replaced shortly after he arrived with 'R2' Roger Square. 
 
As far as he was concered R2 was his aircraft and he made sure that is was kept in top condition.  At some time 
during 1945-6, R2 was sent down to Boscome Down for flight evaluation after it had completed 100 ops and the 
aircraft received a glowing service report with no faults being found.   
 
After this R2 was one of 166sqdn's show off aircraft and everything was kept in top condition.   
 
In total R2 completed 124 ops and everyone was hand painted by Dennis, R2 was eventually scrapped in 1947. 
 
Dennis was asked to stay on in the RAF with improved rank and move to RAF Binbrook, but he chose to leave.  
 
After leaving he received a Commendation from Bomber Command for Service and Devotion to Duty which is 
signed by N.J Bottomly Vice Chief of  Staff, he does not believe that many of these were issued to ground staff. 
 
I hope that this information is of use and that you will be able to use the photgraphs I have sent previously on your 
web site as it would mean a great deal to him. 


